STILTON MUSK
A Comedic Meme Token Creates No-Joke Utility

The Story.
It’s no longer a secret that even the
most insignificant or otherwise benign
communications from Elon Musk
consistently have a disproportionately
huge reaction from the crypto space,
particularly to an audience where ‘the
meme’ has peaked to an all-time high.
Elon’s history with crypto has included
Tesla’s normalization of transactions
via Bitcoin as well as his innuendos
toward Dogecoin, which earned him a
friendly roast on the topic when he
hosted Saturday Night Live on May 9,
2021, further expanding crypto’s reach
to an unprecedented audience.
Concurrently, Doge’s competitor
token, SHIBA INU, was growing at
unseen rates, which solidified crypto’s
first “dog season.” Elon further
disrupted this already wild market
when he announced that he was
getting his own Japanese Shiba Inu
and naming the puppy, “Floki.”
Naturally, it took a matter of minutes

before a team launched FLOKI, and the
rest was history as the token grew to
over a billion in market cap. Elon's
new pet perpetuated billions in
volume, and the precedent was set.
While the entire market experienced a
bumpy summer, it was evident that
memes were here to stay, and Elon’s
anecdotal communications, though
likely unintentional, still play a huge
role in how the market reacts. Even
without a direct tie to a particular Elon
communication, the meme market will
launch something that, for one reason
or another, takes off, starting a new
meta or season. We’ve seen dog
season, cat season, space season, and
even a “good morning” season, all of
which have had countless forks trying
to capture some of the trendy magic.
Sometimes seasons oscillate, as we
have seen a return multiple times to
ol’ reliable dog season several times.
However, nobody could have
predicted a token like CHEDDA
growing to over 1B in market cap,

would pave the way for, of all things,
cheese season. Several cheese clones
quickly popped up, which naturally
paled in comparison to the original,
and it looked like cheese season would
simply run the same cycle as others.
However, a highly talented team had
been carefully observing these
evolutions of the meme market, and
instead of anticipating Elon’s next
tweet and reacting, they went back in
time to July 19, 2020, and found this:

Meet Stilton.
As it turned out, Elon had previously publicly
declared that his favorite cheese is Stilton and the
team was cunning enough to rediscover this during
cheese season. Cheese season plus the discovery of
an Elon tweet turned into this:

The Token.
While this is objectively hilarious and clever, there turned out to be
much more buried inside this adorable wedge of cheese. Everything
must start with a contract. Most of the meme space seems to copy,
fork, or modify existing staples where virtually the same tokenomics
are recycled again and again. Stilton Musk, however, is using an
original contract and concept where both buys AND sells are
celebrated. That’s right, only lunatics who are already holding a
token celebrate sells, unless they hold STILTON MUSK. The
tokenomics ask a meager 10% in taxes for each transaction, but half
of this is burned, or, per cheese meme vernacular, “melted.” This is
an incredible bonus to holders seeing as over 35% of the total
supply has already been melted at the time of writing, and the
launch was only a few weeks ago! At this rate, Stilton will
undoubtedly provide a free educational service as to how a true
supply shock plays out in real-time. The remaining 5% of the tax
goes to the development and marketing side of the house. Most
other tokens greedily keep well more than 5% for the team funds,
often at best mismanaging this revenue and, even worse, simply
pocketing most of it. The Stilton team has instead set an example of
just how much can be done with less tax revenue.
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The Community.
To offset a lower marketing wallet tax revenue stream, community
engagement would prove to be crucial. Far too many tokens upon
launching follow similar cadences of paying Telegram callers to make
announcements to the same sets of subscribers, creating a selfdefeating echo chamber. This team used this approach sparingly and
instead focused on Twitter and other social media outreach. Instead
of simply imploring the community to help, the lead developer
simply got to work himself and showed everyone how to market. It’s
unclear whether he even sleeps due to the incredible amount of
social media engagement that spawned over a short amount of
time. Nothing inspires a community more than a leader who leads
by example instead of commands, and an organic crew of members
began to follow suit relentlessly. This attracted well-known crypto
influencers and top-tier meme-makers and artists, creating an
avalanche effect of awareness. Even Joe Bangles, the Cheese Board
Enthusiast himself and the sole reason for the world knowing Elon
Musk’s favorite cheese is now a part of the growing community.

So many memes.

NFCheese.
For a ‘meme token’ to properly evolve into something disruptive,
consistent development and release of utility is paramount. One of
the reasons for the token’s rapid rise wasn’t just marketing
methodology, it was the onslaught of releases of new offerings daily.
For example, not even 24 hours into Stilton Musk’s launch, the
development team released their first AND second NFT series.
The first NFT series is a pixelated collection of assorted cheese, aptly
named NFCHEESE. Designed to be a rare collectible, all 150
NFCHEESE were minted in a matter of hours with the current floor
price on OpenSea’s resale market approaching 3 ETH.

Stars of Stilton.
The second NFT series, the “Stars of Stilton,” is another pixelated
collection, but this one is exclusively sent to celebrities of their
likeness holding a piece of stilton with a slight twist on their names.
Among the several recipients to date include Paris Hilton (Paris
Stilton NFT), Snoop Dogg (Stilt Doggy Dogg NFT), Steph Curry (Stilton
Curry NFT), Ashton Kutcher (Stilton Kutcher NFT), and of course,
Elon Musk (Stilton Musk NFT).

Utility.
The cheesy yet beautiful artwork does
not stop there. The team has already
opened several different utilities for
the Stilton Musk tokens as well as
NFCHEESE. First up is the Stilton
Casino with its first offering, Stillotto, a
lottery-based system where tickets can
be purchased to win a jackpot of
tokens. Right after Stilotto's launch,
the CaaSBank opened (CaaS is Cheese
as a Service, for those still coming up
to speed). Currently, CasSBank allows
for the staking of NFCHEESE for
owners to earn Stilton Musk tokens.
This is merely a launching point,
however, as the roadmap continues to
evolve.
The team is well aware that
organization and long-term vision are
key, and all of these initial offerings
will feed into a more centralized

ecosystem. The Stilton Casino will be
expanding shortly with the upcoming
release of Stilton Hold ‘Em, a
competitive poker game.
An invitational tournament featuring
the top influencers in the crypto space
will launch Stilton Hold ‘Em, and their
respective subscribers will likely enjoy
seeing if their favorite personality
emerges victorious.
Stilotto is also only just getting started.
The team plans to partner with several
NFT studios for jackpot prizes which
will both provide variety to the
ongoing jackpots and raise awareness
of Stilton with communities that focus
on NFTs over token trading.
Last but not least for utility, the team
has provided the community with a
sneak peek of Stiltonverse and its first
release, Voxelmon, a 3D pixelated
open-world ecosystem where users

can play mini-games, earn rewards,
and socialize.
All of these use cases will become
centralized and will feed into
CaaSBank and staking rewards, thus
melting even more supply as the
deflationary gift keeps on giving!

Giving Back.
While this ongoing tornado of delivery and early success has taken
place, the team hasn’t skipped the opportunity to take a moment to
give back to those in need. Donations have already been made to
The Giving Block (Part of Make-A-Wish International) and Action
Against Hunger. The team has also provided direct relief for several
families affected by the ongoing conflict in Eastern Europe.
Additional donations to a variety of causes are currently being
discussed and finalized, and the team is committed to sharing the
benefits of its success with those around the world who need the
most support.

The Future.

...Exhausted yet? Too bad because the
team never gets tired. They have several
viral marketing campaigns in motion to
further the branding of Stilton Musk.
Within the next several days, the first
STILTX launch will take place where a
piece of stilton will literally be launched
into space. You read that correctly. A
company by the name of Sent Into Space,
based in the UK, will be conducting this
launch, and there will be associated
media coverage as the journey
commences. To further the Stilton Musk
brand, the team has engaged with a
grower to produce a Stilton Musk
marijuana strain. The Stilton logo is
presumably a natural winner for those
who partake in such recreational
activities. They also didn’t forget about
cheese itself, as there will be a Stilton
Musk cheese brand being produced, with
a plan to reward Elon Musk by sending a
generous helping of his favorite cheese
to Tesla.

During Stilton Musk's premiere Twitter
Spaces, Dr. Chris Rose from the Sent into
Space team delivered a stunningly
detailed yet entertaining explanation of
how this will be accomplished and what
can be expected as a piece of stilton
cheese leaves the Earth's atmosphere.
There is truly something for everyone on
Stilton Musk. In the event that the team’s
proven track record is not enough for the
most skeptical, note that the liquidity is
locked for another five months with a
planned extension, and the contract is
renounced, so most if not all safety
concerns should be mitigated.
Remarkably, it's still sitting under 10M
market cap, but this could change quickly
as the team’s parlance doesn’t include
stringing people along with the word
“soon.” They surprise the community
daily with a release timeframe of “now,”
and the holders look forward to what
seems to be a new, unforeseen surprise
each day.

Say hello.
www.stiltonmusk.com
Twitter: @stiltonmusk
Telegram: https://t.me/stiltonmusk

